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Introduction
Qualitative understanding has become an important issue in physics education.
Researchers find that being able to solve numerical problems does not guarantees
students' understating on the same principles used in the problems. That is, simply
asking students to apply appropriate equations to calculate the desired answer does
not ensure the understanding of physics. This result applies to high school students
as well as science and engineering major students in college level. Therefore,
different types of physics exercise in addition to the end-of-chapter textbook problems
are needed to help students understand the meaning and thus apply the physics
principles in real life or in their careers.
The Physics Reasoning Laboratory (PRL) project, as the title suggests, focuses
on the qualitative reasoning activities with mathematical equations. When
discussing about conceptual understanding and mathematical equations, there seems
to be a dividing line separating these two areas. When teaching concepts, equations
are expected to be avoided. On the other hand, equations are only used for finding
numerical values of a problem. It is true that mathematical formulas can be used to
calculate the quantitative values. However, the beauty of physics principles is to use
very simple forms (such as equations and graphs) to describe the world. The
"description" part of the principles are usually emphasized less than it deserves in
physics courses.
When learning refraction, the Snell's Law n1 sin θ 1 = n 2 sin θ 2 is the most
important equation. If you ask students what causes mirage and rainbow or why you
miss the fish if you point directly to the fish in the river, their answer is "refraction."
However, if you further ask them: Can you use the principle learned in refraction to
explain these phenomena? They might tell you those equations are not used for
explaining these phenomena, but for calculating certain types of problems as provided
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at the end of the textbook. To ensure students' understanding of this equation, two
questions are needed to be addressed. First, after learning the Snell's Law, can
students apply this equation to determine qualitatively the direction of refracting
beams by reasoning rather than memorizing the results (such as "when light beams
travel from slow medium to fast medium, the refracting beams bend away from the
normal line")? Second, can students apply the Snell's law to analyze the causes of
many phenomena such as mirage or rainbow rather than simply saying "these are
caused by refraction"? In this article, refraction is an example to illustrate how a
mathematical equation (Snell's Law) is used as a conceptual analyzing tool. Only
can an equation be used to describe or analyze real phenomena, the equation is
considered meaningful for students. Otherwise, those physics equations leaned are
only meaningless algebraic exercises.
Liter ature Review
Meaning-making is the center of constructivism. To help students construct
their own knowledge, students must actively participate in the learning process.
However, constructivist learning depends on cognitive activity rather than behavioral
activity (Robins & Mayer, 1993), and most successful programs in high order thinking
prescribe cooperative learning and meaning-constructing activities (Resnick, 1987).
For example, in a computer based learning environment, students use mice to select
the contents they want to read, or type the answers in a question sheet for a test.
Although students seem to actively work with the computer, it is the type of
behavioral activity. To help students engage in learning, the computer is no more an
information provider to present the content or judge students' answer such "Correct,
very good." or "No, try again." Instead, computer programs should be designed to
engage students in the thinking process such as "Is this a correct answer? How do I
modify my model to correct this result?" (Chien, 1999).
Another important issue about a thinking curriculum is the relation between
content knowledge and the thinking skills. From Gagne's perspective, thinking is a
"high order" skill at the top of the learning pyramid. Does this classification
suggests, in science teaching practice, that we can teach students simple facts first and
leave thinking later? Cognitive researchers believe even in elementary school
reading or mathematics courses thinking is a necessary part (Beck, Omenson, &
McKeown, 1982; Keplan, Yamamoto, & Ginsburg, 1989). That is, thinking should
be embedded in the content leaning in any age and any subject areas (Resnick &
Klopfer, 1989).
To teach a subject, especially when thinking activities are expected within the
subject learning, these contents should be carefully reorganized. Shulman (1986)
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suggests a category of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) to distinguish the
understanding of content specialists and that of the content educators. He believes
that the content should be carefully reorganized and presented in the way to make it
comprehensible for students. In physics learning, Van Heuvelen (1991) suggests that
physics knowledge can be presented in four forms: verbal representation, pictorial
representation, physical representation, and mathematical representation. And these
various forms should be interconnected to each other (since they are just different
forms representing the same property) to help students develop deep understanding of
physics.
Instr uctional Design
This web-based refraction module is composed of four sections. The first
section introduces the meaning of Snell's Law. This section reinterprets the
quantitative derivation of Snell's Law by tank simulation to explain how to reason
about the refraction phenomena qualitatively. The second section discusses how the
image is formed in our eyes. The third section and forth section use the skills leaned
in the previous two sections to analyze different phenomena with different wavelength
and different media.
Law of Refraction Revisited
The law of refraction (or Snell's Law) describes how the light beam refracts
when passing the interface of different materials. In the introductory physics
textbook (for example, Halliday, Resnick, and Walker, 1997), the Snell' s law is
derived from the Huygens' Principle. In fact, this derivation explains why the light
beam refracts when passing the interface of two different media. There are two
important keys in this derivation. First, when a wave front partly goes from the air
into the water, the half in the air travels faster than the half in the water. Second, the
same light beam travels in different media with different speeds, however, the
frequency is not changed. With the given information above, the relation of angle of
incidence and the angle of refraction is determined. In short, the bending property of
refraction is caused by different travel speeds.
Therefore, a car is used as an analogy to help students determine the direction
of refraction beam. Students are asked to answer the following situation:
"Consider you are driving a car or playing a toy car. For some reason if the left
wheels move faster than the right wheels, to what direction will the car turn?" Most
students are able to determine that the car is turning right when left wheels move
faster than the right wheels. In a similar case, if a tank is moving from the highway
to the sand beach, the tank would become slower. When a tank moves from the
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highway to the beach with a non-perpendicular angle, the tank would turn to the
direction that the wheels travel slower.

Figure 1. Using a tank as an analogy to illustrate the refraction caused by
different speeds.
This simple fact, in fact, is the basic idea of the derivation from the Huygens'
Principle to Snell's law. Because one half of the wavefront moves faster and the
other half moves slower, the light beam must turn toward the slower side. After
realizing why the light would turn, students are given different cases to apply this rule.
In the following exercises, students are given sand areas with different shapes and
asked to apply the above rule to determine how the tank would turn when passing
these areas. These shapes represent the prism and concave lens and the paths of the
tank represent how the light would bend when passing these optical instruments.
Image Formation
The second section explores how refraction affects the images we see. The
discussion begins with a familiar experiment. This question was, in fact, asked by a
science teacher:
"According to the Snell's Law, the refracting light is supposed to bend
downward. How come we see the image of the coin flows upward?"

Figure 2. A coin in a bow with water
This question triggers a problem: Simply determining the direction of refracting
beam is not enough to successfully explain the phenomena we see. To connect the
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bending light to the image in our eyes (or brain), we need to know how the image is
interpreted in our brain.
At the beginning of the discussion, "Are eyes emitters or receivers" was
discussed again. This idea was actually already taught in the textbook. However,
research indicates that even students have learned new ideas in science classes, they
might still use their old idea when the concept does not appear in the standard test.
The question asked about the coin in the bow again reveals this already known
problem.
Three rules and exercises were summarized about image formation.
(I) Images determined only by the part of refracting beams received by our eyes
In a bright room, objects receive light from all directions and refracted the light
to all directions. The refracted lights received by our eyes determine what image we
see in our brain.
(II) Assumption of straight light path.
In our daily life, we see most objects without any refraction effects. Gradually,
we judge objects' sizes, distances, shapes, and so forth based on the way we see
objects. In other words, our brains are used to judge the above information assuming
that lights travel in straight path.
(III) Extension of the last path
Because only the refracted light in our eyes determines the image, and our
brains are used to judge object images without light bending, the images' size and
location seen are determined as the extension of the last portion of the refracting light.

Figure 3. The light path with and without a lens and the images seen by observers
Hands-on Analyzing Exercises
In the previous two sections, students learn how the light bends when passing
different media and how the bending light affects the image we see. In the following
sections, students use the above principles to analyze some refraction phenomena.
The exercises were designed with guided questions to help students apply the learned
concepts in the real life phenomena. In general, the analysis process includes three
steps: (1) analyze the environment where the phenomena occur, (2) determine the
bending direction qualitatively with the law of refraction, and (3) determine the
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image's location or appearance with the rules of image formation. In the example of
mirage, students first determine the air's densities on a lake (or in the desert) to
determine the speeds of light in different altitudes. With this information, students
then determine the path of the light beams from the object to the observer. Last,
students extend the last refracting beam to locate the image of the object. And this is
why we see the mirage phenomena.

Figure 4. The sketch of mirage
Discussion
The module emphasizes the qualitative reasoning of refraction phenomena.
Through this example, many fundamental principles and equations can be used for
reasoning purposes, rather than just a calculation tool. When discussing about
qualitative understanding, many people regard it as "facts without equations". And
equations' purpose is for quantitative use only. However, if we carefully study the
meaning of the mathematical principles, they can be very powerful tools in daily
reasoning without the presence of numbers.
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